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0 - check list of characters

Kagome
Inuyasha
Sango
Miroku
Shippo
Kohaku

Koga
Ayame

Sesshomaru
Jaken
Rin

Naraku
Kikyo
Kagura
Kanna
Akago
Hakudoshi
Byakuya
Moryomaru
Muso
Goryomaru
Goshinki
Juromaru
Kageromaru
Magatsuhi

Bankotsu
Ginkotsu
Jakotsu
Mukotsu
Renkotsu
Suikotsu
Kyokostu



1 - Whos Friends With Who (Groups Gangs)

Inu Tachi- The Inu Tachi is one of the main gangs in the school they have been together since as long
as anyone can remember the groups main memebers are Inuyasha Kagome Sango Miroku Shippo and
Kirara. While these five are the main memebers of the Inu Tachi the Inu Tachi has several other honoray
memebers Mostly the memebers of other gangs that they work closely with take up these spaces the Inu
Tachi are offend allowed to jump from gang to gang because of the fact they have managed to make
friends with many people thus giving them windows into other gangs helping them many times prevent
all out wars the other gangs the Inu Tachi work with most of the time are the Wolf Tribe (completely loyal
because of their leaders crush on Kagome), The Western Dogs(Loyal by blood as the leader is
Inuyashas half brother even though they dont always get along), The Band of seven (uneasy allies but
reliable when needed), The Arakus (Narakus children one of the largest gangs all the stone memebers
are blood related but because of friendships a few members have they are firecly loyal and very
reliable), The Elementals (Like the Arakus they are one of the largest gangs no one in the begining is
quiet sure where they stand), and The Panther Tride (Very uneasy allies made of cat demons), These
Gangs are the main ones the Inu Tachi work with while they work with other gangs the ones mentioned
previously are the ones they work closest with resulting in most of the memebers of these gangs being
Honoray Inu Tachi some of them offend hanging with the Inu Tachi

Wolf Tride- The Wolf Tribe is like the Inu Tachi one of the main gangs most of the memebers are wolf
demons like the Inu Tachi the Wolf Tribe has a group of main memebers Koga, Ayame, Ginta, and
Hakkaku are the main memebers but the Wolf Tribe consists of many more memebers like the Inu Tachi
they do take on honoray memebers but less offend these spots are only taken when one of the wolves
grows close to someone in another gang The Wolf Tribe like the Inu Tachi works with several other
gangs those being the Inu Tachi(as they work with almost anyone), The Western Dogs (A unsaid
alliance formed from a base of respect by the leaders most of the honoray memebers of the wolf tribe do
come from this gang), and The Elementals (Because of an alliance between the Western Dogs and this
gang they are decent allies despite this gangs ties to the Arakus), The Wolf Tribe offend keeps to
themselves staying away from other gangs they do not work with because of Kogas previous crush on
Kagome resulting in them being friends

Western Dogs- The Western Dogs like the first two gangs is one of the main gangs but also has several
underlying gangs existing with in it the Western Dogs constists of many memebers like the Wolf Tribe
but they have a few main memebers Sesshomaru, Rin, and Jaken while these three are the main
Western Dog memebers the Western Dogs has several Honoray memebers from other gangs the other
gangs they work with being the Arakus (This allaince is one of the oldest between gangs ever since
these gangs have existed the Arakus have been allied with them because of close friendships with the
main memebers), The Inu Tachi (An alliance built on blood brother loyalty dispite there small fights these
two gangs are firciely loyal to each other), The Wolf Tride (Made on a understanding between Koga and
Sesshomaru unspoken alliance), and The Elementals (forged by the gangs connection to the Arakus like



the Arakus it is formed from friendships with out need to be spoken), The Western Dogs have several
underlying memebers and honoray memebers causing them to keep their alliances set in stone and
wars to a minum

The Band Of Seven- The Band Of Seven are seemingly a main gang they managed to create this
illusion by allying themselves with other gangs and remaining loyal the Band Of Seven consists of only
seven stone memebers Bankotsu, Ginkotsu, Jakotsu, Mukotsu, Renkotsu, Suikotsu, and Kyokostu.
Bankotsu is the ring leader making all the decisions the Band Of Seven does not announce alliances
clearly but they do clearly announce honoray memebers their alliances spawning from this they are
allied with the Arakus and Elementals throught Bankotsus friendship with Kagura also allying with the
Western Dogs because of Kaguras friendship (relationship) with Sesshomaru the band of seven
uneasily allying themselves with the Inu Tachi because of Inuyasha being Sesshomarus half brother
while they and the Wolf Tribe stay away from each other to avoid possible war the Band Of Seven has
no underlying parts or memebers all the relationships besides for Bankotsus friendship with Kagura are
from Gang memeber to gang memeber

Arakus- The Arakus are one of the largest gangs made of the offspring of Naraku and Kikyo as well as
the children of current memebers while they appear to be a main gang as they once were they now a
days are actually a underlying part of Kaguras gang the Elementals the Arakus consist of Kagura,
Kanna, Akago, Hakudoshi, Byakuya, Moryomaru, Muso, Goryomaru, Goshinki, Juromaru, Kageromaru,
and Magatsuhi the Arakus are allied with the Band Of Seven through Kaguras friendship with Bankotsu
as well as being allied with the Western Dogs from Kaguras ever growing relationship with Sesshomaru
because of this they also ally with the Wolf Tribe and Inu Tachi

Elemental- The Elementals are actually several bands joint together the head band being called the
Elementals this gang is lead by Kagura and a ring of other elementals most of which actually being
blood related to Kagura and the Western Dogs
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